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➔Summary 
 
In the northern hemisphere due to the cold climate, it is not possible to grow warm-climate plants in                  
winter traditionally. Traditional farming also consumes a lot of water and needs a lot of space.                
Traditional farming is also vulnerable to climate changes and plant diseases. Because of the              
growing population, we need more food every day. Soon it might not be possible to use as much                  
land for growing crops. Vertical farming allows you to grow basically any small plants all year long                 
with less area. Common plants to grow are lettuce, strawberries and chilis. The problem with               
automated vertical farming is that it demands a lot of know-how. We make it easy. 
 
We sell automated vertical farming modules. These modules automatically water, add nutrients,            
ventilate and provide a sufficient amount of light for each plant type. And for different plant types,                 
there are different kinds of modules. Clients only have to know which plants they wish to grow and                  
how much produce they need. We handle the rest. Clients can visit our website and check out our                  
modules or they can just send us a message stating how much produce they need and we will                  
calculate how many modules and which kind can provide it. And that's all you need to know. We                  
will deliver, install and assist clients with their purchase. Our approach is perfect for restaurants,               
hotels and beginner hobbyists. Our competitors sell vertical farms, we sell the produce by using               
vertical farming. 
 

1) Business idea 
 

Our business idea is automated vertical farming modules. These compact modules are designed for              
each plant type for optimal growth. These modules automatically water, add nutrients, ventilate and              
illuminate the plants. Our customers are restaurants, hotels and beginner hobbyists. With our             
product, it's fast and easy to get your own grown food effortlessly. Customers will buy our vertical                 
farm module not because they need a vertical farm but because they want to enjoy their own                 
harvest. 
 
With our approach, clients will purchase the easiest way to grow plants efficiently. Our competitors               
have made purchasing vertical farms complicated as you need to have knowledge about vertical              
farming to buy from them. With most of our competitors, you'll have to contact them and they will                  
make you an offer and then they will design for your facilities suitable vertical farm. Before this,                 
you have no idea about the price. Or alternatively, our other competitors have ready products that                
you can buy. But you will have to know how they work. Another problem is that you don't know                   
how much produce they will bring. With our approach, you will see clearly the pricing and how                 
much you will benefit from our products. We will assembly the modules and sell them. Our                
products will cost more than our labor and other expenses combined and that is how we will gain                  
profit. We will also deliver, assist and have warranties which will gain us more revenue. 
 

2) Product/service 
 
Our product is automated vertical farm modules. Automated vertical farms are a way to grow plants                
vertically to save space and avoid water waste. Fundamentally its benefits over traditional farming              
are adjustable climate, reduced area and water usage. Our customers would like to grow edible               
plants indoors which can be complicated and require attention. Our product solves these problems. 
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For example, our customer could be a restaurant owner who needs 5 kg of strawberries and 2 kg of                   
chilis every week for the restaurant dishes. By growing the plants by itself the restaurant owner                
could promote locally produced organic food. Problem is that the restaurant owner would like to               
grow the plants but doesn't have the knowledge of growing plants since the owner is not familiar                 
with vertical farms. The owner will see an advert of our company and go to our website to see our                    
products. On the website, the owner can find a fantastic catalogue of different vertical farm               
modules. Our vertical farm modules are designed for each plant type. Most common plant types are                
small and they produce valuable fruit or they grow quickly. We offer a wide variety of plants like                  
berries, chilis and herbs. If a client wishes to grow something exotic then we will recommend the                 
right kind of module for them. Vertical farming technique, lighting, temperature etc. is adjusted for               
each plant type for optimal growth. The pricing for every module can be seen on our website and                  
how much produce each module will bring. Module sizes vary from different kinds of techniques               
but are around 1 meter tall, 1,5 meters long and half a meter wide. 
 
Alternatively, a client can leave a query and explain how much produce needs per week. We will                 
calculate how many modules the client would need and which kind of modules. After that, we make                 
an offer. We will deliver the modules to the customer and assist with installation. We will also offer                  
a warranty and 24-hour service for a fee. Customers just have to pick the produce and once in a                   
while add some water and nutrients. 
 
For an additional price, clients that already purchased our modules can contact us if they wish to                 
switch to another plant species. If the same technique is used then only parameters are changed in                 
the module. If clients want to change to completely different kinds of plants we will take the old                  
modules and provide a discount for modules of a new type. We also offer a maintenance                
subscription plan for our customers. If something goes wrong with the machine then we will come                
and fix it without additional charges. Otherwise, there's a maintenance fee depending on the type of                
malfunction. We also provide educational sessions. Schools can arrange educational events for            
children to learn about growing plants using modern ways and technology. 
 
 

3) Market situation and competitor analysis 
 

◆ Market situation 
The global market of vertical farming is growing rapidly. In 2018 the global market size was                
approximately 2.23 Billion USD and it is anticipated to expand at a compound annual growth rate                
(CAGR) of 24%. This would mean that in 2026 the vertical farming market is projected to reach                 
12.77 Billion USD. This is attributed to the growing adoption of environment-friendly production             
of fruits and vegetables. Balanced energy utilization and optimal use of space are driving the market                
toward market growth. Also, the technology which is used with vertical farming drives the current               
market forward. [1] 
 
There are several vertical farming trends currently in the market. These trends can be divided into                
segments which are illustrated in the figure below. 
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It is anticipated that the building-based vertical farming structures (Refer to the figure above) are               
expected to dominate the global vertical farming market and that is where we are aiming at with our                  
modular vertical farm. [1] 
 
Our product can potentially reach the global market. Global market segments are divided into              
regional segments, which are North America, Europe, Asia-Pacific and LAMEA (South America).            
The European vertical farming market is expected to grow the most, with the highest CAGR. Our                
total market share with modular vertical farms could grow up to 0.1% of the global market, this                 
would mean a potential share of 13 Million USD after 5 years. [1] 
 
A customer purchase decision is a sum of several factors. For example, the increased demand for                
optimal use of space compared to traditional agriculture. Also the balanced energy utilization and              
the ease of crop monitoring and harvesting. The popularity of organic food is also a trend at the                  
moment and people are more aware of the source of the food that they consume. The products                 
obtained through vertical farming do not use any synthetic fertilizers, pesticides or growth             
regulators.[1] For example sales of organic food in Finnish markets grew 9.6% in 2019 and the total                 
market has doubled in the past ten years. [2] Customers would want to be able to provide ecological                  
and nearby produced food for consumers or for themselves. 
 
We can approximately estimate the number of potential customers and market sales for our product.               
Our target group is wide since we are aiming to provide optimized vertical farm modules to                
individual hobbyists up to small food industry companies, such as restaurants, grocery stores and              
hotels. It can be assumed that the individuals are going to buy only a single modular farm unit,                  
whereas a bigger customer would buy an average of 3 units. By anticipating the best market                
outcome for our product, it can be assumed that we could reach approximately 10 000 individual                
buyers per year and 1000 small food industry companies and probably some random bigger orders.               
These bigger orders would be approximately 100 units and we could receive 10 of these orders per                 
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year. Single modular vertical farm unit could cost around 500...2000 euros depending on the              
module. According to the numbers above, the best possible overall sales would be between 7               
Million and 28 Million euros of annual market sales. 
 

◆ Competitor analysis 
There are companies offering automated vertical farming solutions already, although the concept is             
relatively new. Most of them seem to be focused on large-scale farming, but some offer               
smaller-scale vertical farms for grocery stores or even home use. There still appears to be the                
problem with the service offered by the existing companies that as a customer you need to know a                  
lot about vertical farming and know what you want to buy. Whereas our aim is to make it as easy as                     
possible for the customer. Three of our most important competitors would probably be iFarm, Plant               
Steps and Netled. 
 
iFarm is a company with 12 employees offering automated vertical farming solutions. The company              
started in Russia but has since moved its headquarters to Finland. They also have cases in                
Switzerland. In addition to making customized vertical farms for customers, they offer a standalone              
module and a platform to manage vertical farms. Their farms send sensor information to common               
cloud storage and they are remote controllable. They also utilize artificial intelligence to improve              
the growth of plants. Prices for their products are not public and an offer would have to be asked to                    
learn them. [3] 
 
Plant Steps is a Finnish company that makes vertical hydroponic gardens and green walls called               
Supragarden. They operate in the greater Helsinki area. They offer gardens not only for growing               
food but also for decorative purposes. They sell do-it-yourself kits of different hydroponic farms on               
their website. Prices of these kits vary between 394 and 710 euros. They also offer delivery and                 
installation for 247 euros. [4] 
 
Netled is also Finnish. They offer their own LED technology and lighting systems for greenhouses.               
They also offer an automated vertical farming platform. They have partnered with the retail chain               
S-Group and provided Prisma Pirkkala with their automated vertical farm, where the store grows              
herbs and some leafy greens in-store in cabinets. Netled has vertical farm projects mostly in               
Finland, but also around the world. [5] 
 
iFarm seems to focus on bigger customers, so in that sense they might not compete with us directly.                  
They also have no ready modules on their website and you would have to contact them and discuss                  
your vertical farming needs with them to come up with something that suits you. This is exactly                 
what we want to avoid in our approach and instead have our products listed in our website to make                   
it as easy as possible for the customer. It is not possible to compare the prices of iFarm to others                    
because their solutions are always customized and different projects have different prices. Their             
cloud-based data handling and the AI used for improving plant growth are interesting, but it is                
difficult to determine how much advantage over their competitors they get from them. 
 
Netled focuses on their LED technology and large greenhouse projects, but they have also              
implemented smaller farms. We don’t compete directly that much with the larger greenhouses, but              
for example, their farm in a grocery store in Pirkkala is quite close to what we had in mind. They                    
don’t have ready-made modules on their website that customers can just buy though, which is               
something we can offer. 
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From the current competitors, the Supragarden of Plant Steps seems to be closest to the products of                 
our company. Our goal is to make the buying of a vertical farm as easy as possible for the customer.                    
This would include having our modules easily accessible on our website, where you can              
immediately see their price and all the parts that are included. Supragarden seems to have their                
vertical farms similarly on their website. They might be the company we compete with most               
directly. One of the main differences of our products is that our farms have climate control, which                 
seems to be missing from Supragarden. This means our farms have fewer environmental             
limitations. We also offer a service where the customer tells us how much produce they want and                 
we calculate which kind of vertical farm they need. We can also try to compete with the prices of                   
Supragarden, but that might be difficult if we want to keep our product quality good. 
 

4) Intellectual property 
 
Vertical farming is a rapidly growing field. While searching existing patents from European Patent              
Offices Espacenet with the keyword of ‘Vertical Farm’ it gives over 89 000 results. The huge                
amount of patents may be caused by the multiple incentives to improve the way the food is grown                  
and to create alternative solutions to traditional farming [6]. When using a keyword of ‘Modular               
vertical farm’ it gives 3481 results of different patents and by more narrowing the keyword to                
‘Modular indoor vertical farm’ it results in 285 patents. Most of these patents are based on the                 
lighting system or climate controlling system. Some of the patents are also considering the vertical               
farm module constructions itself, and the innovations according to it.  
 
After a quick search, our modular vertical farm does not infringe the current patents since our                
system is mainly constructed by using existing technologies and methods when considering the             
lighting, water or climate control systems. About the overall modular construction of our vertical              
farm, we need to be careful that we are not stealing already existing modular approaches. Existing                
patents also give a perspective of the current inventions in the field and this can be seen as                  
beneficial while creating new products to the market by ‘not reinventing a wheel’. Quick research is                
not enough while thinking about commercializing the product. The number of patents is growing              
rapidly in the vertical farming field and that requires further overall investigation to find all the                
possible infringes and opportunities according to our product. 
 
Even though our business is mostly service-oriented, we are going to sell products of modular               
vertical farms. We could protect our unique overall product and its own modular structure with a                
patent before commercializing it. Without a proper patent, nothing prevents our customers from             
copying our product and commercializing it by themselves.  
 
There are also control algorithms used in our system. We would like to go open-source and publish                 
our code to provide hobbyists easy and feasible access to modify the vertical farm program code if                 
needed. Still, there is a possibility that people could use our code to earn money by providing                 
maintenance to our products. This would mean a loss of money since maintenance is also part of                 
our business. Therefore using open-source code is not an appropriate approach. 
 
Intellectual property rights according to trademarks need to be considered while branding and             
commercializing our product. The final trademarks for our product have not yet been decided, but               
when had, a trademark could be protected by registering our company name, product name and               
logo.  
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5) Product development and technology 
 
Currently, our vertical farm project configuration and operation have been planned out. Setup and              
testing of the system is going to start once the ordered parts arrive, so there could be some minor                   
adjustments once the building and testing phases start. The main components of the architecture              
will consist of Raspberry PI to enable I2C connection to the measuring devices. Some of the                
measuring devices can use I2C directly, but some will need an analog to I2C converter. Raspberry                
PI will collect the input signals, process them and send to ICE blocks. ICE blocks will be                 
programmed using NXTstudio program and the blocks will use 24Vdc to control output devices              
directly or through relay modules.  
 
To achieve the final product the concept will have to be tested and possibly make some changes to                  
the architecture if that is needed. After fine-tuning has been done for the system and everything is                 
integrated to work together smoothly input and output devices will have to be revised for the final                 
product right now we have picked generic devices for the concept work, before the final design is                 
completed we have to assess how well the devices we have picked work and what changes we have                  
to consider for the end product. Also, the module framework would have to be designed for the                 
final product, the module framework will have to be easily modified to fit different sizes, shapes                
and device configurations to suit different customer needs. Vertical farm frame is convenient to              
build using industrial aluminum frame pieces or custom ordered frame pieces that can support the               
weight of the system and which can be used to mount the instruments of the system. For public use                   
like hotels, restaurants and shops there will be a covered model available where sensors, output               
devices and cables will be covered to make the system safer and better looking. 
 

6) Conformance 
 

For our vertical farm product, we have to consider what the legislative demands are. The Directive                
2014/35/EU is a directive for low voltage applications, which have to be followed in our project and                 
to make sure when we place our product on the market that it has been manufactured in accordance                  
with the safety objectives referred to in Article 3 of the directive 2014/35/EU. Technical              
documentation of the system has to be provided and demonstrated by the conformity assessment              
procedure. After the conformity assessment has been passed CE marking has to be affixed on the                
product. To meet these requirements in our project we would have to have finished our product                
design and all technical documentation and go through the conformity assessment procedure. [7] 
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7) SWOT-analysis 
 

 

Critical success factors 
1. Steady final platform design 

We need to have a steady design for a final platform that we can then commercialize.  
 
2. Reaching a customer base 

Our approach is customer-oriented, which means that we need to get a customer base to whom we                 
can offer our services. Marketing will be an essential part of reaching people and developing a                
customer base. 
 

Risk factors 
1. Other companies offering similar products 

There are other companies who offer similar products as us. We need to be able to find our own                   
customer base. We intend to focus on easily accessible vertical farm modules for restaurants, hotels               
and hobbyists as there seems to be only a little supply for that kind of demand currently. 
 
2. Product becoming too expensive 

Our product may become quite expensive if we want to make it a fully automated and closed                 
system that needs minimal care from the user. We don’t want to skimp on the quality of the parts so                    
we have to save using other methods, like using similar parts for different modules and utilizing old                 
modules from the users when possible. 
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Strengths Weaknesses 

➔ We make it easy for the customer 
➔ Technical know-how of the staff 
➔ Customer-oriented module design approach 
➔ Adjustable: with our module it is possible to 

grow different plants.  
➔ Good service 
➔ Warranty 
➔ Good availability of spare parts 

➔ No entrepreneurship experience 
➔ Only little agricultural experience 
➔ Product might become too expensive 
➔ Lack of reputation 

Opportunities Threats 

➔ Market growing fast 
➔ Increasing interest and demand for local food  
➔ Difficult weather conditions in Finland mean 

more demand for automated farming 
➔ Global warming and subsequent nature 

conservation efforts encourage the use of 
local and effective farming methods 

➔ Finland is famous for quality, which might 
help if we aim for international markets 

➔ Government grants for new technology and 
start-ups 

➔ Emerging competition 
➔ Uncertainty in markets due to covid 
➔ Early problems might scare customers away 
➔ Cheap greenies provided by Kesko-group 



➔ Supplement: Distribution of work and learning outcomes  
 
Aarto Rongonen: summary, business idea and product/service. It was a challenge to try to imagine a                
real company that needs to make a profit. With our approach, I think that our product could really                  
work. I haven't thought about starting a business so this was all new to me so I learned what kind of                     
things you have to think about before starting a business. 
 
Toni Pellikka: Marketing and Intellectual property rights. It was nice and interesting to make              
research on the current global market situation of vertical farming. I learned that vertical farming is                
growing a lot now and there might be a good opportunity to break through with a good vertical farm                   
product and with proper marketing. I also learned a bit more about how marketing works in general                 
and how the numbers are calculated. I found intellectual property rights difficult but I was able to                 
write something about it. 
 
Ville Paasovaara: product development and technology, conformance. It wasn’t hard to plan what             
steps we would need to take before our product could evolve to match our vision laid out in our                   
business aspect. However, making a concrete plan for every aspect of the finished product would               
take a lot more time and effort. During this process, I learned about the general management of                 
business and organization. 
 
Ville Välikylä: Competitor analysis, SWOT-analysis. I have been thinking about making my own             
automated hydroponics farm someday so it was interesting to see different vertical farming             
solutions that already exist on the market. On the other hand, I currently have no interest in                 
founding my own company and therefore it was a bit difficult for me to get into the start-up                  
mentality that would have helped with this exercise. I’m more interested in getting my hands on the                 
actual project and coding. At the same time, I understand that it is important to practice these                 
business aspects as well. I had business economics as a minor in my bachelor’s so this exercise                 
helped to strengthen the skills I learned back then. In addition to the motivation problems we also                 
had quite limited time to complete this exercise, so the results are not as thought through as they                  
could be. 
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